About Essay Writing Services
Such organizations work with a statement that all the works performed are of a recommendatory
nature and the student should use the material prepared for him only as a base before the surrender.
But, obviously, the student or student carried out the order carries it directly on the table to his
teacher. Therefore, it is important that there is no plagiarism inside, and information is close to the
truth.
Most of the customers are Chinese. Having come to study in another country, they are not always
ready to show special diligence and learn by the rules. Pay attention to those who live in Ukraine:
they speak very weak English with others, communicate only in their native language. Also, the US:
study is not easy for everyone, but to manage to spend parents' money on expensive purchases and
at the same time to study - they order work from such organizations. Another major layer of
customers are the Arabs. The rest are people from all over the world who do not have the time or
the desire to write something themselves.
$ 150
worth a quality
an essay of 500 words
The cost of such services is quite tolerable for Americans and the same Europeans. For example, the
Guru Research website will prepare an essay for you at a price of $ 14 per page in English with 3
sources. More serious work will cost more. For example, a page for a dissertation will cost $ 35. In
addition, you need to pay for various services. Checking all the facts + $ 25 / page, top author another $ 20. As a result, a quality essay prepared for 500 words will cost the customer a hundred
and fifty dollars.
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